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Hello everyone this is Jim and welcome to 5-5-2013, the May 5th Gateway Portal Day event and I thank
you all for being here and offering yourself in this service.
It’s May, we’re heading into summer in the Northern Hemisphere and I want to wish all of you Happy
Mother’s Day. As we reach May, a month ago on April 4th, the last time we were together, it’s been a
rough April, as has been the trend for the last couple of years. April seems to be a month of chaotic
energies, of intense energies and a lot happening both in the higher realms and on Earth.
As we have moved through the month of April and begin May, one of the first things that happens, is
Mother’s Day and Divine Mother had spoken to Nasrin and had her make jewelry for Mother’s Day. This
jewelry happened to be primarily made with Turquoise. As we all know, Turquoise is a very good
mineral for transmuting chaotic energies and negativity. It was very synchronistic that this jewelry made
for Mother’s Day was made with Turquoise and beneficial to what was going on for all of us. So again I
encourage everybody, there is still time before Mother’s Day and even beyond Mother’s Day; wearing
Turquoise right now is very good, it is always good, but especially as the energies seem to have been
chaotic and begin to settle down.
Take a deep breath and we will begin.

Grounding at Uluru
Visualize that you are standing on top of Uluru at this sacred Vortex, and be aware of everyone else
around you as you are standing on top of this great red rock. Feel the presence of Uluru beneath your
feet. As you connect with Uluru, it’s a warm, inviting feeling. Uluru and this Vortex are very familiar
with your energies and with you.
Let yourself dissolve into Uluru now. You see the red, warm orangish red color as we slowly dissolve
into Uluru, down a Pillar of Light towards the center of the Earth. As we’re moving down, we’re going to
do two things at once. As we’re slowly sliding down, we’re going to visualize that roots are extending
from our Root Chakra, the bottoms of our feet to and through our Earth Crust Chakra, all the way down to
the Core of the Earth, wrapping around the Core Crystal, grounding us.
Pulling up the Amber Colored Light, the Life Force Energy of Mother Earth, and as we do that, see the
Emerald Green Cylinder around you, the bark of the tree trunk that we’re forming in a bright Emerald
Green, a thick Emerald Green Cylinder that extends all the way from the Core of the Earth, up through
the Thrones to the Throne of Creation. As the Amber Light moves up through this tree trunk into the
Pool of Creation, visualize that the tree trunk becomes branches and leaves spreading out into the Pool of
Creation and pulling down the Cosmic Life Force in Amber Colored Light. Turquoise Blue from Great
Silent Watcher is pouring down with Platinum Colored Light of Victory, and Copper Gold of our own
Divine Mother moving down.
Now, as we are slowing moving down through this Pillar of Light, you see that you have reached the Core
of Mother Earth standing before the Sacred Altar. The Amber Colored Light flowing up, the Energies
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from the Pool of Creation flowing down through the tree trunk we’ve created with the bright Emerald
Green bark around the outside. Take a moment, make your offerings to the Sacred Fire, feel these
energies and become settled in the Core of the Earth. Take a deep breath.
Now visualize Divine Mother is holding your right hand and Goddess Victory is holding your left hand.
Divine Mother in Copper Gold Robes, Victory in Robes that are a Burnt Amber Colored Light and
crisscrossing all the way through these Robes is Gold Filigree. On Goddess Victory’s head is a Seven
Tiered Headdress and on Divine Mother’s head also, her own Seven Tiered Headdress. The Entourage of
Beings around us, Great Silent Watcher, in Turquoise Blue standing across from us, Mother of the
Universe, Mother of the Cosmos, the Three Omniversal Mothers. Mother of the Universe in Vibrant Pink
Light to your left beyond Victory, Cosmic Mother of the Cosmos in Amber Colored Robes and beaming
that Light, and she is standing to your right beyond Divine Mother. The three Omniversal Mothers, the
first in Purple Robes, the second Aqua Marine Blue, the third in Clay Red and Gold are standing behind
you. We call 144,000 Silent Watchers in Turquoise Blue Light standing shoulder to shoulder in rows
upon rows around us, and ten billion Watchers in Turquoise Blue in rows upon rows around us.
See directly in front of you now the Cosmic Guardian of the Divine Plan in her Warm Orange Colored
Light directly in front of you. Take a moment, if you don’t remember all of these Beings and who they
are or what Lights they are shinning that is perfectly fine. You are surrounded by the Cosmic Council of
the Divine Feminine and our focus is on the Cosmic Guardian of the Divine Plan in the Warm Orange
directly in front of you, Mother to your right, Victory to your left. As she stands in front of you the
Cosmic Guardian of the Divine Plan pours the Warm Orange Light over you. Remember that Mother has
told us that this Warm Orange Light is the wavelength that we need most right now. It is intended to
accelerate those things in our day to day life that we would want to be accelerated while releasing us from
those things that are boring and repetitive and no longer of service to us - which may be stuck to us as
habits or because of karma or obligation or guilt, or any other reason. Those things would be transmuted
and released from us in this bandwidth that carries the energies of the Warm Orange Light of the Divine
Plan.

Your own Angelic Guardian of the Divine Plan
As she stands in front of us, she holds her hands out and begins to spin the Light. As Victory and Divine
Mother bring their energies to bear as well, you see that your own Angelic Guardian is now standing in
front of you that you were introduced to last month. Divine Mother and Victory hold their Scepters over
your head and the head of this Angelic Being, the Angelic Being that holds all the Qualities of the Cosmic
Guardian of the Divine Plan. Now this Angelic Being steps toward you and takes both your hands and
places them over her own Personal Heart and Cosmic Heart Chakras. As you hold your hands on the
chest of this Being, feel the warmth, the sensation that fills your hands, your arms, your shoulders, your
torso, your whole body. Let it move throughout your body, through every organ, expanding, absorbing
itself into your blood stream and your muscular - skeletal structure. As it fills your Physical Body, it
begins to fill your Energy Bodies, your Etheric Body, Emotional Body, expanding out to fill your Mental
Body and your Spiritual Body. See that the Cosmic Guardian of the Divine Plan standing behind your
Angelic Guardian is pouring this Warm Orange Light to your Guardian magnifying its impact as the
Warm Orange expands to your Light Body, the outer most body and activating your Light Body. See all
those Nodes of Light fully activated in your Light Body, pulsing with the Warm Orange Light.
Take a deep breath.
Now the Angelic Being in front of you places her hands on your Cosmic Heart, Personal Heart,
magnifying the impact even further, as you focus on your Light Body being further illuminated. The
more we engage in awakening the Nodes of Light in our Light Body, these Generator Crystals, these
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Nodes that carry the different memories, the different events and circumstances from many lifetimes,
awakening those Nodes of Light, connecting with the memories, of the Qualities, and skills that have
accumulated and collected from many lifetimes, in different Dimensions of Reality, which allows us to
then connect in every circumstance that we meet in our daily lives and more easily connect with the flow
of our own Divine Mission. That we can avoid delays and distractions and see more clearly the choices
that will accelerate us on our Divine Mission, that will serve us and our loved ones and this planet to the
greatest possible degree with every step that we take during our normal daily lives. This is so important
so that we don’t waste any of our Life Force Energy with delays and distractions but can apply all of our
Life Force, all of our Energy in a direction that serves us and everyone else the fullest.

The Golden Bridge to the 5th Dimensional Octave
Now as your Angelic Guardian puts her hands down, we see before us a Golden Bridge, this Golden
Bridge that we altogether have formed, this Bridge which takes us from here all the way to the 5th
Dimensional Octave. If you can visualize the Gold Bridge that moves ahead of us, take the hand of your
Angelic Being, the Angelic Guardian. Victory will lead us with Divine Mother and the Entourage, and
taking up the rear will be the Cosmic Guardian of the Divine Plan, as we move along the Golden Bridge
into the 5th Dimensional Octave.
See the shining seven tiered Retreat of Divine Mother in front of us glistening and shining. As we all
together reach the hexagonal gateway, we see the Lights in sequence, Purple, Magenta, Red, Orange,
Yellow, Green, Blue, and back to Purple again, moving through the sequence, recalibrating all of us so
that we can enter the Retreat of Divine Mother. As we all move through the doors of the Retreat, once
again seeing the Warm Orange Light beaming from the walls of the Retreat, 40 foot high ceilings, Italian
Onyx, translucent, glowing beneath our feet.
We move to the center of the first level of Divine Mother’s Retreat standing before the Sacred Altar.
Take a moment and make your offerings to the Divine Fire within this Altar. Now after you have made
your offerings, see Divine Mother is sitting on her Throne on the other side of the Altar. We move
around the Sacred Altar and we sit across legged in front of our own Angelic Guardian, knees touching,
palms touching. Victory is standing over us pouring her Energies of Victory, above us Divine Mother
sitting on her Throne, the Warm Orange of our Cosmic Guardian Angel in front of us. Look into the eyes
of your Angelic Being, make your connection, talk to your Guardian Angel, ask the Guardian Angel to
magnify the impact of all of your intentions. You have had the chance over the past month to tell this
amazing Being everything that you want for yourself, your loved ones, Earth and humankind, and to
unfold the Highest Divine Plan before you. As we do that, we ask Victory - who is standing right next to
us - to make this Highest Divine Plan Victorious, to weave the Energies of Victory into all of our
intentions.
So take a moment, continue your connection with your Personal Angelic Being pouring the Warm Orange
Light over you, Mother is sitting on her Throne blessing you with her Copper Gold Light, Victory,
standing over you blessing you and all of your intentions with the Energies of Victory, the rest of the
entourage standing around the Sacred Altar. Mother is to your right as you sit before your Angelic Being,
the Sacred Altar to your left, and the Entourage around the Sacred Altar. Take a moment, continue this
connection, set your intentions and the next voice you hear will be that of our Beloved Nasrin. So It Is. I
thank you.

Divine Mother begins

(5:28)

My Beloved Children of Light I am your very own Divine Mother.
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I ask of you to look in the direction of the Sacred Altar and see that Great Silent Watcher is standing in
the direction of South opposite Mother’s Throne. Mother is standing in the direction of North and you are
standing by my side with your Angelic Guardian of the Divine Plan standing in front of you and your own
Angelic Watcher standing behind you. Goddess Victory stands in the direction of East and the Cosmic
Guardian of the Divine Plan stands in the direction of West. Everyone is standing around the Sacred
Altar.

The Template of Protection
We are commanding the template for protection for all of these Indigo Souls to be brought down. We are
asking Cosmic Guardian of the Divine Plan to specifically etch into the Template, the Template for
Protection and the Template for Divine Mission. We are asking the Cosmic Guardian of the Divine Plan
to etch the Highest Divine Plan for each individual Indigo Soul and for each individual soul who is
relevant to the Indigos. Every one of you have made a contract with these Indigos to help them and
through them to change the world for the better. We ask the Cosmic Guardian of the Divine Plan to etch
into the Template, which we are calling the Template of Protection. We ask Great Silent Watcher to fill
it with the Turquoise Blue Light which is the Light of Protection, first and foremost, and fearlessness.
The fearlessness has to do with becoming fearless of darkness and not being bullied, not being pressured,
becoming fearless of lower vibrational energies and constantly focusing on the Higher Light. Goddess
Victory is invited to etch into the Template the Energies of Victory and Divine Mother, your very own
Divine Mother, myself, will put into this template all your intentions for the highest purpose according to
the Universal Law for all the Indigo Souls for the creation of a framework for each of these Souls to
follow.

Mesh of Light
What I want you to visualize is that a Bubble of Light is forming, a huge Bubble of Light. Inside of the
bubble I want you to see that the energies of the Warm Orange of Cosmic Guardian of Divine Plan, the
Turquoise Blue of Great Silent Watcher, the Platinum Light of Goddess Victory and the Copper Gold of
Divine Mother begin to weave until we have created a Mesh of Light. We have worked with different
types of Mesh for protection of Earth, for protection of these same Indigo Souls, individually and
collectively. Now we bring all that we have so far created on their behalf and on behalf of Earth and on
behalf of all Souls and we place another layer. This mesh has its warp and weft woven with the Warm
Orange that brings the energies of the Highest Divine Purpose for each soul with the Turquoise Blue
which protects each soul and prevents them from giving in to fear, making them fearless of lower
vibrations and the energies of Goddess Victory with the Qualities of Victory, the third filament that is
woven into this mesh and finally Divine Mother’s Copper Gold. What does Divine Mother bring in?
Nurturance, direction, courage, and strength, courage and strength to be the highest embodiment of one’s
Mission; love and nurturance to do it, to feel good about doing it and to anchor the energies of love and
nurturance into the Grid.
I want you now to envision inside of this Mesh the entire globe is suspended, and upon the globe I want
you to please imagine two billion Indigo Souls. Each of them as a pinpoint of Light, and imagine that
each pinpoint of Light is absorbing from this mesh all the four layers, all the four filaments.
 The Warm Orange that allows them to carry the highest Divine Mission, the
 Turquoise Blue which protects them and makes them fearless, the
 Platinum which makes them Victorious and
 Mother’s own energies in Copper Gold which brings them strength and courage, love and
nurturance and
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I want you to envision yourselves, each of yourselves and the group members as a Node of Light
that is the brightest and the largest and connects from one group member to the other, embracing
these Indigo Souls, embracing the two billion Nodes of Light, Points of Light which represents
these Indigos, embracing, nurturing, loving, guiding, directing and protecting.

I also want to ask you to remember with one incidence that is disastrous always recall to yourselves those
amongst the Indigo Souls who have done good, who have changed the world. If you think of each
incidence in isolated fashion then you are not looking at the big picture, for every single incidence where
disastrous events happen, there are hundreds of thousands, millions of incidences where these
Indigos have done great service.
While everyone is entitled to grieving and feeling the trauma, it would immensely help you to think of the
enormous number of Indigo Souls who have done great service and continue to do so. Compare the last
decade of the last century and the first decade of this century and you will see how much the world has
changed. It may not seem positive change to you but remember, before you see the fruits of any action
you have to clean up, you have to see everything that is not clean come to the surface and then be cleaned,
to make room for the fruit bearing tree to bear it’s fruit, to make room for these Indigo Souls to show their
talents. There is a great deal that they are destined to do and they will do it, in spite of these setbacks.
When you live in duality, good and bad sits together, that’s how you know, that’s how you know you are
living in duality. You make ten strides in the direction of something enormously good, and then you have
half a step that pushes you back, but that pushback gives you more momentum, gives you more
determination, gives you more courage, and brings you all together, makes you united.
I hold each one of you in my own heart. Envision this. This exercise of seeing the globe inside of this
mesh with filaments of Warm Orange, Turquoise Blue, Platinum and Copper Gold and let these filaments
feed the matrix that you create as a core group, each of you as individual members of the group and then
embrace by sending filaments of Light from your own core energy to two billion individual Indigos,
holding them in integrity, holding them in victory, holding them in accomplishment of their Divine
Mission, holding them protected and fearless, holding them in love, nurturance, strength and courage and
I hold you in all of that, multiplied and magnified from eternity to eternity, with great gratitude.
I Am your very own Divine Mother. So It Is.
Nasrin concludes: Thank you everyone and goodnight.
Jim concludes: Thank you Nasrin, thank you Divine Mother and I thank all of you. Goodnight.
© FAGU 2013
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